
FACULTY SENTATE MEETING MINUTES 

  February 19, 2013, 3:30 

Room 121, ITV 

  

 

Present: Lori Loseth, Genevieve Bross, JR Van Slyke, Dan Norton, Tim Toon, Gary Benefiel, 

Julianne Sachs, Susie Pearson, Karen Kirkwood, Dave Bailey, Terri Trick 

Terri called the meeting to order. The minutes were accepted. 

No-show and Academic Early Warning (AEW) systems: 

Guests: Carlos Delgadillo, Kristi Wellington Baker and Danielle Hodgen  

No show is an enrollment management system that opens around third day of quarter, and closes 

around the tenth day of the quarter. Only half the faculty is reporting; mostly full time people 

report. Faculty can change the results at any time and resubmit. Instructors can report a no-show 

if a student comes the first day, but never attends again. Carlos is responsible for No-show 

reporting, but not for AEW. 

AEW provides a follow up service for students who might be struggling. It begins week 4. Kristi 

and Cindy Devary provide follow-up services such as letters and phone calls to try to encourage 

the student to reengage. About half the faculty is using the system. 

Faculty senate members discussed difficulties in using the system. The three guests will try to 

address the problems. 

  

Surveillance cameras: 

Guest: Sherry Hartford 

Sherry came to hear faculty’s concerns with the policy as it stands. 

Faculty discussed what they’d like to see in policy. Items discussed: 

 Need a governing document covering the process 

 Delineation of hierarchy of personnel 

 Use limited to criminal behavior (of special concern—not used for faculty evaluation) 

 How faculty can use it if needed 

 Need mechanisms that enforce policy ideas. 

 Need policies that accomplish the purpose/intent. 

 Current policy is too open ended.   



 Define what behavior can be observed. 

 Dave Bailey and JR Van Slyke will work with Sherry on the policy. Brian Gabbard was also 

suggested as a committee member, and has agreed to serve. Dave Bailey will also serve on the 

committee to write a policy statement. 

 Sherry has a faculty handbook for faculty senate to examine. She will post on website. Faculty 

senate will discuss in April and review by May. 

No March meeting. 

Meeting adjourned at 5:10. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Karen Kirkwood 

  

  

  

  


